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1. Introduction. In [3] we have proved
Theorem A. Let (n} be a sequence of positive integers and {a}

a sequence of non-negative real number for which the conditions
(1.1) n+ln(l+ck-"), k-l, 2, ...,
(1.2) Aw_ (2-1

and

(1.3) a- o(AN-"), as N+ c,
are satisfied, where c and cr are any given constants such that
(1.4) cO and 0_q_l/2.
Then we have, for all x,

(1.5) lim {t t e E,
N--.oo =1

(.r)-/ exp(-/.)d,*

where [0, 1] i gie et of positive measure and {o} give
eqeee o ea mbe.

This theorem was first proved by R. Salem and A. Zygmund in
ease of -0, where {} satisfies the so-called Hadamad’ gap condi-
tion (el. [4], (g.5), pp. 264:-268). In that ease they also remarked that
under the hypothesis (1.2) the condition (1.8) is eeea for the va-
lidity of (1.g) (el. [4], (5..7), pp. 268-269).

Purl:her, in [2] P. Erd6s has pointed out that for every positive
constant e there exists a sequence ot positive integers {} such that
/l>(l+e/-/), /_>1, and (1.15) is not true for -1, k>_l, and
E-[0, 1]. But I could not follow his argument on the example.

he purpose of the present note is to prove the following
Theorem B. For any given constants c>0 and 0_cr_1/2, there

exist sequences of positive integers {n) and non-negative real num-
bers {a} for which the conditions (1.1), (1.2) and
(1.6) ac-O(AcN-"), as N-+
are satisfied, but (1.5) is not true for E-[0, 1] and -0, k_ 1.

The above theorem shows that in Theorem A the condition (1.3) is

*) EI denotes the Lebesgue measure of a set E.
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indispensable for the validity of (1.5). In 3-5 we prove Theorem B
for 0c_<1/2.

2. Some lemmas, i. In this section let {Xk(w)} be a sequence
of independent random variables on some probability space (2, , P)
with vanishing mean values and finite variances. Putting E(X)-a

and s- a, the theorem of Lindeberg reads as follows"

Theorem. (Cf. [1] pp. 56-57.) Under the hypotheses
(2.1) s+ and 6=o(s), as m+,
a necessary and sucient condition for the validity of the relation

(2.2) lim P{s X(w)x}--(2)-m exp(-u/2)du

for all x is that, for any given >0,

lim X()dP(m)- 0.
=1 X>s

From the above theorem the following lemma is easily seen.
Lemma 1. Under the hypotheses (2.1), the relation (2.2) implies

that, for any given e 0,

(2.3) lim P{X(w)>es}-0.
ii. Lemma 2. Let m and be any given positive integers. Then

there exists a positive constant co, not depending on m and l, such that

][t; te [0, 1], ] cos2zm(]+l)t] >(/+1)/3}] 2col-.
Proof. This can be easily seen from the relation

cos 2m(]+ 1) sin 2m(1+ 3 2)t 1 / 2,
=0 2 sin mt

provided if sin mt O.. Construction of sequences. In the following let c0 and

0al/2 be given constants in Theorem B. First let us put

(3.1) /(])= Min {[p(])/c], p(] + 1)--p(])- 1},
]0- Min {] l(]) 1}. *)

Since p(]+ 1)-p(])a-](-/ and p(])], as ]+ ,**) we have
(3.2) l(]) ()], as ]+,
where

(3.3)

Next we put
tl-- 1

fl(a)- 1 / c,
Min (2, 1 / c),

and n+=[n(l+ck-)+l],
If n,(j), ]>_]o, is defined, then we put

or k+ 1< P(]0).

[x] denotes the integral part of x.

* f(])g(.i), as ]--,+co, means that f(])/g(])-,1, as
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n(#)(1 + 1),
np(j)+

[n(#)/_{1 + cp-"(])} + 1],
Further we put, or
(3.4) n(#)--2
where

if 1 <_ l_< l(j),
if l(j) < < p(j + 1) p(j).

(4.2)

we define

/-
z=o

cos 272q()(/+ 1)](t)dt,

(4.3) Y(t)- , cos{22q()(/+ 1)](t)}-/,
=0

r}-- Y}(t)dt and t-
J=jo

Then we have, by (4.2) and (3.5),

sup , cos {22q()(/+ 1)t}-- , cos 2{2q()(/+ 1)v(t)}
=o l=o

=O(sup 2) E x(t)2- E (1+1))
Ic=q(j+) Z=0

O(2q()]: E
k=q(j+l)

O(2q(l-q(j +ilia.) O(j-), as ]- + c.

Min[m 2 /n(o)_> 1 + c{p(]o)-- 1}-", if ]-- ]o,
(3.5) q(])-- Min[m 2/n()_>1 + c{p(])- 1}

and 2 >n(s_,]], if ]> ]o.
Then it is clear that the sequence {n} satisfies (1.1).

On the other hand we define {a} as follows"
l, if p(]) <_ k<_p(]) + l(]), for some ]>_]o,(3.6) a-
1/M, if otherwise.

Then we have, by (3.6) and (3.2),

(3.7) A()+()=2-1.{l(j)+l}+O(1)fl(a)m/4, as m+c.
j=o

Since p"(])], as ]-+, this sequence (a} satisfies both of the con-
ditions (1.2) and (1.6).

Further, if we put S(t)- , a cos 2unit, then we have, by the
k=I

definitions of {n} and (a}, uniformly in t,
(j)

(3.8) S)+()(t)-- Z , cs(2r2q()(l+l)t}+O(1), as m--+c.
J= Jo =0. Independent unctions. Let x(t) be the k-th digit of the

infinite dyadic expansion of t, 0_< $ <_ 1, that is,

(4.1) t= E x(t)2-, (x,(t)-O or 1),

then {x(t)} is a sequence of independent functions on the interval
[0, 1]. Putting

q(j+l) -1

](t)= E x(t)2-, for ]>_]o,
k=q(j)
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Therefore, we have
(j)

(4.4) supl Yj(t)-- F, cos 272q()(/+ 1)tl--0(]-1),
=0

and, by (3.2) and (3.7),

as ]- / c,

(4.5) t-- 2- Z (l(]) + 1) + O(log m)

A>+(a)m/4,
Thus we obtain

as m+ c.

(4.6) t+c and v--o(t), as m+c.
Further, we have, by (3.8) and (4.4),

(4.7) ]S()+()(t)- Y()[-O(log m)
J=Jo

o(A9()+()), uniformly in t, as m-+ c.

Since (4.5) and (3.2) imply that fl(a) t/5( {l([m/2])+ 1}/4, or m_mo,
we have, by (4.4)

=/

>_ , [[t; 0GtG1, , cos2r2q()(l+l)t>{l(])+l}/3]l,
g=m/2 =0

and by Lemma 2, we have

(4.8) lim E i{t;o_t_l,
d=m/2

>_ lira 2c0 Z l-(]) >-- lira c0(a)- , ]-> 0.
m/ d m/

5. Proof of Theorem B. Suppose that (1.5) holds, that is,
(5.1) lim {t 0 _< t _< 1 A() + ()S() + () (t) <_ x}

=(2)-/ exp (-/2)g.

Then by (4.7) and (4.g), we have

(5.2) lim {t 0_ t_ 1, t E Y(t)

_
x}l

d ,t

(27v)-x/:exp (-u/2)du.

On the other hand (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) imply that {Y(t)} is a sequence
of independent functions with vanishing mean values and finite vari-
ances. By (5.2) and (4.6) we can apply Lemma 1 to {Y(t)} and obtain

lim [{t;OtGl,[Y(t)[>fl(a)t/5}l-O.
j=m/2

This contradicts with (4.8).
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